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JUST

DOES

THIS

..AI recenUy as two years ago, 1was DJing radio shows and
writing under pen-names as though I was black...
...lam getting to write about hlp-hop, while the people who

taught me about hip-hop are in jail, dead, or
strugglln, scramblin 'n' gamblin...There are many
moral debts in the world,

and one of mine belongs to black America ...

. VOLUME 18, NUM

... nI never repay black America In my IHetime,
1will have gone unpunished for
a permanent then..."
Upskl Wimsatt's BIJmll thsSUIIul'lls detonates, page 6
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Here's your chance to voiCe yoor opinion of what you thought waa tile bat 11119941 Sillply
write Jotr choices for the followilg categories belaw and Hill it Ill to:
NE Beat of '94
70 East Lake, Chicago, IL 80801.
Or fax it: (312)841-8470.
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:Rapper _ _ Rap Group _ _ _ Music Video
Movie
Album
Single
Actor
------------------ Actress ------------------R&B Artist _ _ R&B Group
Anernative Artist
Alternative Group
TV Drama

TV Sitcom
TV Talk Show
Book
Comic Book ---------------Sex Symbol (Male/Female)
--------------------------------------Live Performance _______
Name Brand Clothing
Dance
News Scandal o.e. Tonya Harding, susan Smith, O.J., Lorena Bobbit,
Mel Reynolds, Paula Jones, Rostenkowski, Snoop, Michael & Lisa)
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P THE GOSPEL Surveyed
TRUTH
teens feel their religious peers spirnually bankrupt

T
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Do you know that many teens believe other teens become
hypocritical when it comes to religion?
Of the 44 teens from across the city surveyed by NE on
their feelings toward religion, most respondents believe
that the ones who claim to have a strong religious
background are those who do the most things opposing
their religion's teachings.
Almost all of the teens said they thought it was
important to go to church.
One Kenwood teen who felt differently sa1d, "If
you believe in God, you don't have to go to church to
receive salvation."
Hirsch Metro student Octavius Jones said, "We as
people have trials and tribulations that we face every
day, and at least one day (a week) we should attend church
as a way to not only worship God, but (to be 1n a ) place of
peace·
Teens surveyed said they go to a house of worsh1p
from as often as every time the doors open. to as rarely
as five limes a year Wh1le most sa1d they chose to go
to church, some, like Hyde Park student Brenda
Hamler, sa1d the1r parents force them to attend
"Somet1mes they don't go, but they still send me I get angry," she sa1d
Ninety-e1ght percent of survey respondents said they believe there is a

3

God.
Two survey respondents argued that there isn't a God, because
"I have no reasons to' believe, and "Why should I believe in
something I can't even see?"
Praying is a big part of religion, and most of the
surveyed teens pray every day. Teens pray for buses to
come. They pray to pass hard tests. And they pray for
family members in trouble.
More than 40 percent of survey respondents said their
religion helped them through tough times.
'Many times people look at you and think your life
must be so perfect, ' sa1d Curie H1gh School student
Ann1ssa Robinson, 'But they never know what you're
really going through. And th1s is where my religion
comes 1n"
"God was my mother, because I am motherless,"
said Julian H1gh School student Jamel Thomas "He
helped me have a sense of pride about myself ...
When I was s1ck, He healed me. It was nothmg but
the grace of God that saved and helped me be the
person I am now "

Robert Martin, Hirsch
Illustrations (far lett) by Mark Flores. Latin, and
(center) by Hugo Garcia, Lane Tech

Chris Kustusch•s odyssey
to Spread the VVC>RE»
When 17-year-old Chris
Kustusch (pronounced CoosTish) goes to youth group
meetings, it's not just to socialize. He's there to cement his
relationship with God by spreading God's word.
Chris's whole life is centered
in his religion. He went to

parochial and public schools
before he began getting homeschooled four years ago. His
mother teaches him from a
home schooling company's
lesson plans obtained via
satellite (through the TV.) He
plans on going to college to
become either a drama or

science teacher
Chris is a member of Youth
With A Mission (YWAM), an
international organization
bring1ng God's word to unbelievIng c~y dwellers. YWAM
chapters are in most maJor c1ties.
He and other YWAM members
participate in outreach, or weeklong retreats Youths
eat, sleep, and learn
together Then they
share their lessons with
people on the street
The youth pract1ce
drama, or miming to act
out what they feel
people need to know
They also volunteer for
community organization
service projects.
YWAM recently
teamed up with Cabrini
Alive, an organization
rehabilitating worndown Cabrini Green
apartments, to create
safe and pleasing
places to live.
Chris is also in The
Gospel Outreach
Center's youth group.
The center, at 2800 N.
Cullom, sponsors the
co-ed youth group,
whose main purpose is
to spread the word of
- £ '\
God.
This past summer,
Illustration by Anthony lewellen
Chris's group went to
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Mexico to build a
church roof and to
help with that
church's Vacation
Bible School.
"Helptng out 1n
Mex1co was really
cool," Chris sa1d,
"(But wait until) next
summer. That w1ll
make our tnp to
Mex1co look like a
little th1ng."
Chris believes the
cause of today's
extreme Violence is
found 1n the B1ble.
Revelations, the last
book of the Bible,
prophesizes that the end of the
world IS commg. Chns thinks this
is causing Satan to "get back at
Christians before he goes (to
Hell.)" Chris also blames world
deterioration on the faith and
value humans have put on
material objects.
He compared building of life on
Earth with a parable Jesus told
in the Bible. This parable
described building two houses,
one on sand and one on rock.
When a storm came, the house
built on sand fell, while the one
built on rock endured. ''When we
place all of our hopes on t11ings
of this world, they're gonna fall ,"
he said.
To demonstrate his belief in

God's power, Chris told the story
of 50 gangbangers 1n Fort
Wayne, Ind. They all dropped
their flags and colors when they
heard a 10-year-old boy speak
about God. This relates back to
a Bible verse stating God will
use the Simple to confound the
w1se. And that is exactly what
Chris feels today's youth will do.
"Youth all over are turning to
God," Chris said. "It is all a part
of a well-developed plan. There
was a prophecy 10 years ago
saying the Lord's gomg to move
like the Chicago Fire.· Chns
says this oracle has, and will
continue, to come true.

Adrienne P. Samuels,
Morgan Park

KNOCK, KNOCK !CNDJOKE>
Why 1go door-to-door as a Jehovah's Witness
I am 17 and have been involved in a
worldwide preaching work since I was old
enough to speak.
By the age of 8, I decided to be an
unbaptized publisher of Jehovah's Witnesses, a worldwide organization of ministers. An unbaptized publisher spends an
average of 10 hours a month in their ministry.
At 10, I decided to be baptized as a
Jehovah's Witness. Although I was very
young, I regularly studied the Bible, which
helped me understand that being a
Jehovah's Witness is not just a name, it's a
responsibility.
Now I spend 1,000 hours a year - 90
hours a month - as a Regular Pioneer of
Jehovah's Witnesses.
My mother and I leave at 7 or 7:30 each
school day for informal witnessing. Riding
public transportation to my school, we talk
to those noticing our Bible literature.
A«er school, I conduct free Bible study
sessions, go to my Kingdom Hall, or attend
evening witnessing (visiting with people
about the Bible.)

Jehovah's Witnesses want to share
good news about the cure for all diseases,
drive-by shootings, drug abuse, racism all problems inlife. The Bible says thiscure
is God's Kingdom, which will soon stop the
problems of humankind. No matter what
race, culture, or religion we are, this cure
will affect all people.
Jehovah'sWitnesses followthe example
of God's son, Jesus. This IS why I, as well
as more than 4.9 mill1on brothers and sisters worldwide, go door to door.
You should know that Jehovah's Witnesses do not get paid for preaching. We
have secular jobs.
Women of our organization can wear
pants; no Bible law forbids it.
Although we're Christians, we only celebrate one Christian holiday, the memorial
of Jesus Christ's death. We do not celebrate other holidays (that includes birthdays!) because of their Pagan (man-made)
origins.
Teenagers in our organization go out in
groups rather than date. We're encouraged not to date until we're ready to get

married.
We can dance, sing, and listen to musicmy favorite singers include Toni Braxton
and Luther Vandross- as long as we know
the dances and musicdon't encourage anything the Bibleforbids.
We can participate in school-based activities if they don't conflict withour ministry.
Each Jehovah's Witness decides if they
want higher education or not.
Jehovah's Witnessesarenota cult. Cults
are usually religious groups who isolate
themselves and conduct religious activities
insecrecy. Most cults followahuman leader
who claims to be fromGod .We follow Jesus
Chnst. We are not isolated, we live all over
the world. We preach in more than 231
countries.
As a teenager of Jehovah'sWitnesses,
I don't feel deprived. My lifestyle protects
me frommany of society's dangers. And
I know I'll never be alone, because no
matter where I go, wherever there's a
Kingdom Hall, I have brothers and sisters.
Sherry Smith, Jones

The shake-up to the top
When teens "TURN TO GOD"
Wno do teens turn to when parents can't help? A 1993 Teen Magazine poll said 82percent go to
religious leaders.
At 18, Sparkle Carothers presses ahead by attending the Pentecostal light of the World Church of God
and Christ.
With a name that means to shine,Sparkle does. But herlife hasn't alwaysbeen so bright.
Until she was 8. Sparkle moved back and forth between her grandmother and mom. Then. she moved in
with her mom full-time... and her mother's man. After two happy years. ' This man who I knew as the nicest
person in the world suddenly became very
hostile and violent. Sometimes he would beat
my mom.
'He a~o started using drugs... the money he
got from his job wasused to support this drug
habit..He left my mom. me and the two kids
they had together to starve while he got high
on drugs:
Sparkle's stepfather left for good when she
was15.
'I let my shake up bring me to the top. I
could have been on the streets ...but He
(God) loved us and kept us together.·
More than 125.001 religious youth groups
exist nationwide.The national Youth for Chnst
has more than 220 high school clubs. More
than200.000 teens participate in such
groups.
Teens throughout Chicago keep on the
move for God -from those at New life
COGIC competing in national convocations.
to teens at liberty Temple appearing on their
own TV show. "The Awakening.·
Sparkle's religious awakening occurred in adolescence. 'I go to church every weekend. every Saturday
and Sunday. and Fndoys when I con. At my church we have a service directed by young people only on
distinct Sundays
'There'sreally not much I sacriflce.Just because I'm a teenager. to please God. I live by his
commondments."Sparkle says 'I choose not to fall in the footstepsof former associates or be led by peer
pressure.
'My fnends ore OK with the way I om...Some kids call me church girl, but that's OK People won't talk
bod to me or about me.
'I think other teenagers in the world have been 1n smilor situations as I hove and have turned to God for
a way ~t More a~d more teens are becomng religiously active.· Sparkle says. ·we (the public-at-large)
,PJSt don t realize •t
Wanda Jones, Illinois State University

Should anyone
be allowed to burn
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In · 98J Gregory Lee Johnson Nas arresteu 'or
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when it comes to racial
issues.
"White people hate me
one minute and block
people hate me the next
and it's usually because they
don t understand the book
or haven't read rt. Some
people love 1 and some
people hate rt. ( I thrnk that )
one of the mo.n reasons for
such split responses is that I
expose things that people
don't wont to dealwrth,"
says Upski, stond1ng 5'6, clod
In a denrm shirt and kho i
pants.
When it comes to exposrng
thrngs Upskl doesn't b1te his
tongue. He dissects everythrng from race to rapping,
growing up to graffiti and hip
hop to history. 'Bomb The
Suburbs' can be considered
con roversral for wo reasons
f1rst because of the trtle, and
second because of Its
contents. I asked Upskr to
William"Upski" Wimsatt
voice how he fel about hrs
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - book being labeled as controwell-off" part of the crty, he
versial. and this is what he had
"'I'm confused about
attended
the
University
of
to
soy.
what your point of view is,'
"There's no other author
an editor of mine once said. Chicago Laboratory School
and Kenwood Academy.
trying to write for the audr' I can't tell from reading
Being a white male and
ences I write for. Most books
this whether you are a hip
attending Kenwood. a 90
ore what I coll 'suburbon
hopper or a racist, an inpercent black public school.
books.· (They hove) one voice
sider in black society or
broadened his curiosrty of the
and one style and are wntten
some kind of outside soci- black people surrounding him. for one audience. 'Bomb The
He has wntten about his
Suburbs' is done like a city
ologist. Do you like black
experiences in magazines like
There ore many voices and
people or do you hate
Vibe, The Source, On The Go,
approaches and I think it's
them?' My answer is that
and Rappages: as well as
speaking to more audiences
I'm human , meaning that newspapers like Chicago's
than almost every other book
I'm complex enough to be Tribune and The Reader Most in America . Controversial
books ore labeled so because
all of these things at once." of these articles. along wrth
parodres. interviews and
they rewritten for one oudi
editorials. ore complied in his
ence and when the other
- excerpt from Bomb the
first
book.
'Bomb
The
Suburbs:
audiences don't like the book
Suburbs
Graffiti, Frerght Hopping,
then it ·s labeled as con trover
Race,
and
the
Search
for
Hip
sial
It's like the expression of
William Upski" Wimsatt is a
hop's
Moral
Center.'
one group versus !hal of
graffiti writing native of Hyde
Being a white mole and
another."
Park. At age 21. Upski has
coming
at
his
readers
from
a
While still living ol home in
experienced and accomplished
so-called
hlp-hop,"
insider/
Chicago with his parents. Upski
many things.
outsider
point
of
view.
Upski
is expressing himself through
Growing up as an only
says
there
has
been
a
lot
of
Chicago's hlp hop scene. This
child In a two-parent home in a
different reactions. especially

Article oufhor McGee with book author Upski. Photo b v James Shuford. South Shore

scene s a maJor port of the
subcultures ore meonrngless
crty and appears frequently
fads JUSt sit bock and let the
throughout the book I gave
·Bomb explode
Upski a chance to comment on
how he felt about Ch1cago s
Lekeishia McGee,
hlp hop culture and he sord
Harlan
·rwel kept groffitr rap and dr
Photos by
lng together more than any
James Shuford,
South Shore
other crty. Really what were
doing is copyrng and preserving what they did rn New Yor .
the rest of the country has a 10
Coming Next
to learn.·
Month ...
I learned a lo from my
New Expression rolls into a
interview.....,~ h Upsk and readsteep bank. pulls back on
Ing the book answered some or
the stick and comes in for
my questions on soCiety, rocro
another bombing run.
issues and the hip hop culture.
That's right. it's Bomb The
It also taught me to look
Suburbs Part II. In January.
toward my problems for solutions because "the best solution
rs not to choose among the
Check It Out!
truths but to juggle them
To get a copy of Bomb
So rf you're on ovrd hip hop
the Suburbs. send $7 to:
fan eager to learn more about
The Subway and Elevated
what goes on around you
Press. PO Box 377653.
Bomb The Suburbs. by Wilham
Chicago. IL 60637
·upski' Wimsatt. is a must- read
On the other hand. if you still
think that rap music and its

BACKSTAGE with Marvin Patterson

Michael Jacksons flrstlemal& group. BROWNSTONE . pass tt1e1r lov n to
NE reporter Marv1n Patterson at WGCI radiO stol10n BROWNSTONE
were In Ch1cago promot1ng the1r album From tho Bottom Up
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The adult media has sa id there is
a heroin epidemic in Chicago.
And the Chicago Police's
Narcotics division reports that
where. three years a go, mayb e one
of five drug-related a rrests were
made for heroin, two of three or
three of five now are. Officers say
heroin has superced ed crack's
po pularity.
But has the heroin epidemic
reached into the teen community?
So far. many experts are hardp ressed to say. One North sid e
rehab facility finds its 20-something
patients are still more likely to be
heroin users. Others say they don't
work with enough people - many
ha ve only 40 to 45 beds - to be
sure.
While we at NE couldn't verify an
Increase of heroin use among teens,
tha t doesn't mean there isn' t one
-or that, just as use has increased
a mong adult abusers- one isn't on
the way.
And as the National Clearinghouse for Alcohol and Drug Information reports. of all similar drugs.
heroin is most dangerous because
it's most addictive.

WHAT IS HEROIN?
A narcotic. heroin comes in a
fluffy powder, and is white to brown
in color. It can be injected into the
bloodstream with wate r, a process
known as · ma inlining.· It can also
be placed under the skin or into the
muscles with a needle. "skin
popping.· It c an b e sniffed , smoked
or swallowed In b read or with t issue.

A DRUG BY ANY OTHER NAME...IS
STILL A DRUG

It Is called dust. ·w, horse, junk,
smack, sh-t, Mexican mud, China
White, or black tar.
It ca n be combined with ampheta mines, "Bombitas·; with cocaine,
"Dynamite: "Whizbang; or
·sp eedball;; with marijuana . ·atom
bomb" or "A-bomb."

BEYOND THE RUSH
Heroin depresses the central
nervous system and suppresses pain
(which can be serious if you have a
reason to be in p ain.)
Even small doses or infrequent use
can lead to addiction.
It affects the respiratory system,
ca using constipation and slow
breathing. But that's only the
beginning - drowsiness can lead to
a coma, and lack of oxygen can
cause brain damage. Heart and
lung complications can lead to
death.
And just because you don't plan
on overdosing , doesn' t mean you
won' t . Impure heroin can cause
overdose.

AND IF YOU'RE ALIVE, YOU MIGHT
BE BEHIND BARS
Unlike other states, there are no
misdemeanor charges In Illinois for
controlled substances. That means
you can have less than a tenth of a
gram of heroin on you. and be
charged with a felony crime.
Charges range from 1 to 3 years
to 10-50 years in prison. And in
Illinois, a 17-vear-o ld is tried as an

-
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!rend of heroin sniffing on the r1se
adult. while 15- to 16-year-olds can
b e transferred to ad ult status.

WHERE TO GET HELP
If you think you might have a
problem , you might w ant to call a
d rug a nd alcohol hotllne .
Some numbers to dial:
• Hotlines- 8()(}827-757 1;
800-662-HELP
For referrals:
• 61 9-292-5683
• Interventions Central intake
center/medical referral service:
850-941 1
Females only:
• Interventions/City Girls Program

OPTIOHS
I

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chicago 633-7777
• Interventions/Contac t
Wauco nda 708-52~04
Males only:
• lnterventlons/DuPage 708-3255050
• If you are 18, for a one-time
$125 fee. you can stay for up to one
year a t a house owned by Teen
Challenge. a Christian ministry. Call
772-2211. But be prepared to get
off the drug · cold t urkey· --you
won't b e g iven smaller doses o r
substitutes to get adjusted.
Kenya Davis, Kenwood

• • •

MAlQRS

Business Management
• Diploma--10 months
• Associate Degree--15 months
Accounting
Medical Assisting
• Bachelor's Degree--3years
(or less)
Medical Records Technology I
Health Information Management
Computer Systems Technician
CAD /Drafting
Graphic Arts
• Over 90% RATE!
Photography & Film Imaging
• FREE FOR A LIFETIME!
Travel & Tourism

AND h40RE!

THAT
~AKE

SENSE!

ROBERT
MORRIS
COLLEGE

CHICAGO • ORLAND PARK

1-800-225-1520
RMC is a private, not-for-profit institution accredi ted by the Nortlt Central Association.
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Santiago's When 1Was Puel'to Rican
stirs NE staffer's childhood memories
\

Esmeralda Santiago, author of 'When I Was Puerto Rican: recently visited the
Women and Children First book store at 5233 N Clark to read from her popular
autobiography. Among the listeners was NE reporter Karla Rivera Here, she
shares, in English and Spanish, why other Chicago teens should read When I
Was Puerto Rican.·

AI )iboro nunca se le quito Ia moncha de
platano, mean1ng, to the rural one, the sta1n
of the plantain never goes away is only one
of the many •dichos·, or sayings that begin
each chapter in Esmeralda Santiago's book,
'When I Was Puerto Rican.' Her book is an
autobiographical account of the many
memories she hod hom her childhood in
Puerto Rico. Her book opens up talking about
how to eat a guava, and ends in a big move
to New YOO< (and her earty experiences
there) that would ultimately change her life.
Selfishly, I must say that I think I enjoyed the
book more because of my own experiences
in Puerto Rico. I could easily identify with her
feelings of how wonderful it was to hear the
sound of the coqui, or how almost everything
that hurt could be easily healed with Vick's
Vapor Rub (something I remember my
grandmother doing when I was a child.) But
aside from admiring the book from the
perspective of a Puerto Rican, I admire the
book because it is a symbol for all immigrants
who have fond memories of their homeland.
I recommend this book to all Puerto Ricans
who want to learn a little more about their
culture and the Puerto Rican-American
experience; to those who are immigrants and
would like to know more about others'
experiences; and to those who just want to
read a good book about growing up, going
through changes, and coming of age.

AI jlboro nunco se le qurlo Ia moncho de
plotono es solo uno de muchos dichos que
empiezo coda capitulo en ellibro ·cuando
Era Puertorriquena· por Esmeralda
Santiago. Su libro consiste de h1storios
autobiogroficas y memories que tuvo
durante su nh'lez en Puerto Rico. Ellibo
empieza hoblndo de como se come una
guayaba y termino cuondo se muda a
Nueva York, un a experienc1a que le
cambia Ia vida.
Yo tango que declr que a ml me gusto el
libro mayormente porque yo pude
comporar y ldentificar con las experlencias
que ella tuvo con las mias. Yo puede
relator facilmente con ella cuando explico
su alegria en oir el canto del coqui, o
cuando todo que dona se puso arreglar
con Vlck's (algo que ml abuela hacia
cuando yo fue nina). Pero a Ia misma vez,
no me encont6 ellibro solo por Ia
perspective de una Puertorriquena, me
encant6 tombien porque yo veo ellibro
como un simbolo para todos los
immigrontes que tienen memories tiernas
de su p6tria.
Yo recommiendo este libro a todos los
Puertorriquenos que quieren aprender un
poco mas de su culture y Ia experienclo de
Puertorriquenos en los Estodos Unldos; para
immigrantes que quleren saber de las
experiencias de otros; y tamblen para alios
que quleren leer un ~uen llbro que !rata de
madurez, cablos en Ia vida, y de ser )oven.

Leaving their mark
Desp1te the best efforts by the Mayors "Graffiti Blasters trucks,
spraycan artists still manage to leave the1r mark. In this case the walls
along the North and Clybourn stop on the CTA 's Brown Line serves as a
mural for the artist' spray paint
.~oto by James Shuford, South Shore
~

~

Humboldt Park Ubrary plans
promise larger, better facility
Teens who live In the mostly Hispanic Humboldt Pork neighborhood will hove a
$4 mllhon branch library on Troy Street and Pulaski Avenue when construcllon is

completed 1n June 1995
The library wlll be frve llmes bigger than the old one which was destroyed by a
fire 1n 1989 II will hove a conference room. a theatre. and will host several afterschool ocllvilles to keep teens busy
Community residents and several orgonizollons such as the Block Club Federation and Youth Service Project (YSP) fought tough bottles with City Hall to obtain
approval for the library in 1993. The owner of the lot where the library will be built
initially refused to sell it for anything less than S192,0CO, three times the amount the
City was prepared to pay. and some City officials expressed a deSire to hove the
library built in other places.
Lorena Salgado, a 13-yeor-old Humboldt Park resident. IS look1ng forward to the
library. ·1 th1nk that where the library 1s going to be built is the perfect loconon
because it's closer to where we live In case we need to do some research or 1f
we JUSt wont to read a book quietly and don t wont any one at home to bother
us we can go to the library • Salgado sold
·Four years of battles for site and size people got tired so1d Mort1nez ·sut thts
is one promise I mode to my self I wosn t going to let th1s one shp out of my
hands because this Involves our commun1ty and our kids
On March 2. nearly SO people including YSP s Execullve D~rector Nancy M
Abbate. Block Club Federation Treasurer Magdaleno Mort1nez two buslouds at
students from Pablo Cosois. on elementary school in Humboldt Pork os well as
other dignitones rallied at the Richard J Daley Center tor the librol"y
'I think that it's a good ideo to get o library 1n our neighborhood because 11 so
good place to study. read a book, loorn about tho world and most at oll1t s
peaceful: said 12 year old Julie Fernandez.
Library support also come from political heavyweights Sen Miguel Del Valle
and Congressman Luis Gutierrez.
Roman Arellano, Amundsen
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See Uat thePole's club status an answered prayer

See U at the Pole is not a part of the campaign to re-elect Mayor Daley. See U at the Pole
is where high schoolers from all over gather around their school flagpole to pray on Sept.
21. National Prayer Day. Most schools only participate in See U at the Pole three times a
year. the beginning of the year, National Prayer Day. and the end of the year. Lane has
become the first and o nly Chicago public high school to establish See U at the Pole as a
club. To make it a certified c lub. its constitution had to be approved by the Board of Education because it dealt with the law of separation of church and state. Elizabeth Moeri and
other members got their constitution together to present to the Board but were denied at
first some revisions were made and they were approved. Now a club. they meet the
second Wednesday of every month. In the winter. they use the school cafeteria or a vacant room to pray in. At the pole they pray not only for themselves but for one another.
school. government. and world affairs. By Latanya Bu_rke, Lane Tech

Camp gives girl hoopsters a shot at college ball
HiQh School basketball olovers from Amunds11n. Resurrection. Senn. Clemente and other
North Side high schools vied for a notic e from college scouts recently at the University of Illinois
at Chicago.
Notice from any of the 37 college scouts from all over the notion could lead to scholarships
for the lucky boys and girts who each paid a $100 fee to participate in the Blue Chip Basketboll Shootout.
Scouts represented colleges like Harvard. the University of Michigan. the University of Iowa
and local universities like Northwestern. DePaul.
"This is on opportunity for boys and girls to show their skills and show coaches what they can
do," said Tonyo Johnson, director of the Blue Chip Shootout program. Johnson is a former
player on the Chic ago Hustle of the now-defunct G irls Professional Basketball League.
"Everybody got a chance to ploy," she said.
"It was a good experience," said Alma Cono. senior point guard and shooting guard from
Amundsen. "It helps in exposing basketball ployers... ond it helped me wont to improve my
skills: she said.
Cono may be one of the lucky ones. She said she was contacted by assistant coach Robin
Haseman of Concordia University in River Forest where the team needs a point guard or a
shooting guard. Cono said the school is also interested in her because she con ploy softball.
"If someone has the passion for basketball they con do it." said Maggie Felicoin, a senior
forward from Clemente. But. she added. "No one con ploy (college) basketball without on
education." By Ramon Arellano, Amundsen

IP

Gospel Outreach Christian Schooi'
does it by the book
When you see 15-year-old John Hooks.
you'll see the dreads and the baggy gear
and think he must be into hip hop and rap .
Yes. he raps. But he has a unique style
from most. He raps and freestyles about
Jesus - and he does it in school.
What kind of school is this? It's Gospel
Outreach Christian School. for grades K-12
It's located in the Korean Community
Service building. 4300 N. California.
The school is developing an athletic
program which will include girl's softball.
volleyball. boy's basketball. and tennis.
Teams will participate in Christian school
leagues.
The school. which started its elementary segment in 1981 with 18 students and
opened its high school in 1988 with 14 students. now has 188
students. 46 of whom are high schoolers. Asians. blacks. Latinos
and whites from 60
different churches make
up the population at the
non-denominational
school.
Students say they don't
mind the strict rules. such
as no dating. because
they believe in chastity
t1 until marriage. Junior
Chetan Bhatia said he's
proud of his virginity. and
has friends in public schools who regret that they didn't wait.
The school holds a daily chapel.
which is like a small church
service. There. students and
teachers pray. It is here John
freestyles with Chetan. John . a
sophomore . transferred from
Gordon Tech. "There is more unity,
and I fit in" here . he said. John .
who lives in what he calls the
·exciting and dangerous· Northeast neighborhood Uptown. says
as he travels home he ignores his
neighborhood surroundings.
inspired to write and study more
by school.
Says junior Vanessa Ahmed: "I
used to tell people I went to any school but this one, but not
any more. I feel lucky to be in this school.·
By Latanya Burke, Lane Tech

Win $25 $50 or $75

in NE's DECEMBER ESSAY CONTEST!
Should the hip-hop culture have racial boundaries?
Will integration make hip-hop stronger or weaker? Why?
Send typed or neaUy printed entries with
(teachers of winners also get $25):
• Your name • Home address • Phone number• Age
• School• Name of teacher who gave you/supported New ExpPession
fle,W
DEADUNE is December 18, 1994
---Send to Essay Contest New Expression 70 E. Lake Suite 815 Chicago, IL 80801
Must be under 19 to win.
Contest funding is provided through a
grant from the Polk Bros. Foundation -- A Chicago concern
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IDENTITY CRISIS:
Von Steuben's administrative "i.d.raids" bug students
My A.P. English class was discussing good and evil.
Many of us concluded that sometimes actions intended to be good hod evil outcomes A school procedure that
took place at Von Steuben recently is a good example of that.
All was quiet In my A.P. Political Science class. We
were taking a test when a vice principal entered the
room and loudly so1d. 'Everyone. put your 10 cords on
the right-hand corner of your desk.·
I reached 1nto my pocket only to find that my bus
pass was the only th1ng I had on me My pen fell from my
hand to the desk as I looked away from my test.
1expected the worst
A friend of mine. Wilson. who sat a couple of rows to
the right of me. didn't have his 10. either The official got
to Wilson first. The loud, condemning voice said, '(The)
test is over Go down to the library.·
To my surprise. my teacher told the vice principal that
it wasn't fair to diSrupt a test and then have us leave 1n
the middle of rt it (score for the teacher!!).
'Give them a zero.· sold the ·condemner •
My teacher said.'I am not going to fail these kids
because you decide to do this (check 1.0 's) dunng a
test day Couldn't you have done thiS a another hme?'
I was relieved that someone had a voice of reason
amongst thiS lnjUS!Jce
Photo b y Sandy Strugllnskl, Marlo
One student was diSmiSSed from the test and had to go down to one of the offices •o get a p!Cture on hiS I.D Our
teacher finally con'Mced the vice pnncipal to let us fin1sh our lests and then go down afterward.
As my mend and 1wa ed with 'tne Condemner' after doss. he mode us go and buy 'emporary 1D.'s. It was fourth
period. my lunch penod. I could have gone home and gotten it and would have hod for the rest of the day But no, the
Voce of Condemnahon threa ened me with m-school suspens1on rf I didn't buy one
But that wasn't an isolated incident. A Similar th1ng happened to my fnend Enn when she was 10 one of her classes For this
porhcular class-a muste class-she didn't need her books. So she d1dn't have her bookbag where she normally leaves her
I.D.. She was almost suspe11ded fQ( not having an 10.
The next day. a large group of students suffered through a long day of In-school suspens100 because of he 'Great 1.0.
Raid.'
Many of us could hove done better on our exams had the odmmisfrohon been smor'er 1n the way they check for 1D ·s
But I guess they hod to exercise their outhontatrve ·sk • and use if to score us. suspend us. and urtmate~ anger us
1do not thank hot checking 1.0 'sis a bod thing o do The school m a twisted sor: of way. tS look,ng ou for .Is stuoen s
Although our school IS not known 'or shoot1ngs gong fights or drug troffick1og the schoOl has our bes m erests an mlfld and IS
nor wamng ror any or mose 1nsTonces ro occur oerore mey raKe measures ro prevenr ll roro ry agree W\tn nov1ng on w
and havang them checked from tme to hme The problem does not Ue here
The problem comes 111 anstonces Dke those of m1ne and my friends'. F1rst of on. sfnet I.D rules hod not been enfOfced until
this year
Why couldn't they just fry this approach- The school officials could have sa1d to the students. 'HoVIng on 1.0 is IIT)perotive From Hme to lime there Will be checks for your lD 's. If you do not hove rt then you W1ft be puniShed with in-school
suspension. •
But when you start suspending students, caught off-guard by the entire process. students who ore not aware of the
procedures. then there Is a huge problem.
Another th1ng that angered me was that this official interrupted an exam- AN EXAM- to check 1.0. 's
Has the quality of our educoHonal system plummeted to the point where having on 10. IS more ,mportont than whether or
not you pass the class?
The vice principal's statement to our political science teacher before the ro1d was. ' I have to rattle a few cages· Was 11
worth it? Was suspendtng a large amount of students. which means keeping them from all of their classes. poss1bly o miss
tests. really worth it? Doing that only shrs up the students and frankly. ptSSes us off
Karla E. Rivera, Von Steuben Illustration by Hugo Garcia, lone Tech
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TheTop NORTH SIDE
Public High Schools
Ranked b y composite ACT scores
Composite ACT
School
1. Lane Tech
20.9
2. lincoln Park
20.6
20.0
3. Von Steuben
4. Sullivan
17.0
16.8
5. Taft
16.2
6. Steinmetz
7. Prosser
16.0
8. Amundsen
15.9
15.8
9. Lake View
15.8
10. M a ther
15.8
11. Wells
12. Roosevelt
15.5
15.5
13. Foreman
15.5
14. Jones Metro
15.1
15. Schurz
16. Senn
15.0
17. Kelvyn Pork
14.8
14.5
18. Near North
14.2
19. Clemente

.oktaklng test
86.6%
92.2%
95.3%
58.0%
67 .2:'/o
46.3%
48.0%
40.7%
50.<f'>k
67.9%
43.1%

66.0%
47.2%
46.0%
33.<f'lk
56.3%
30.8.()k
38.3%
51.5%

Sullivan's Latino Club
gaining popularity
For the first time in four
years. Sullivan High School's
Latino Club is gaining in
popularity among Latino
students and throughout the
school.
The club's membership
Increased to 33. from six
members last year, partially
due to the efforts by the high
school's senior class. One of
their first accomplishments
was to sponsor an assembly
in celebration of Hispanic
culture. In fact. September
was the first time Sullivan
celebrated Hispanic Heritage Month with an assembly. The
assembly consisted of Spanish dances. including Merengue.
Cumbla, Punta . Mambo. and Quebradita.
Jose Valdovinos. a senior and the choreographer of the
club. says he Is very proud of the c ommitment and achievements the dancers mode. Leslie Estefonia. a club member
and a senior. says the c lub was formed to help explain what
It means to be Latino to the rest of the school.
Monic o Gonzalez. a junior and also a choreographer
says that the Latinos should be more determined to help
each other out. To that end the club consists of Mexicans
Puerto Ricans. Guatemalans. Salvadorians and Colombians.
"I think it's Important we have a Latino Club at
Sullivan to show our commitment and our unity as Latino
teenagers ," says Elba Dlaz . a sophomore and the treasurer
of the club.
African-Americans. Sullivan 's largest ethnic group.
also have a club . as do the sc hool's Asian students.
Silvia Granados, Sullivan

NOUBVIBER
Essay Contest Winners
Sponsored by the Polk Bros. Foundation

The Cycle

Editor's note: Lost month, we asked our readers to

Death is calling my name for all the stupidity I have endured during my teen years.
The years that are supposed to be the most precious of all.
1have entered "The Cycle". a path which society
has made for any minority who is not educated enough
to know to turn away from this deadly track .
A track which begins and ends at an early age.
they told me to drink this, smoke that, do this, buy that.
Of course. I didn't have to listen, but I was young and naive.
I turned to the streets for power and my power will end there also.
In reality It never began ...
for one has no power if they don't have control over themselves.
"But I have control!" , you say?
I thought the same.
But pride comes before control.
Well, I thought I had pride, I thought I cared about myself...
But I didn't, for if I did I wouldn't have lived the way I lived.
There isn't much I can do now in this last moment of time,
But my last wish is to be able to cry out to other kids who have fallen into this trap
also.
To yell and tell them to stop, that it's not worth their life.
To tell them to grasp their teen years while they still have them and to hold on to
them tightly.
I cry with pain as I shed my last drop of blood ...
There's nothing I can do.
Many more will follow in my path.
Mothers. daughters, fathers, their sons .. . it doesn't matter ... society has its ways.
All Of the scoldings I received from my parents, I shouldn't have condoned them.
Look at me now! I'm going nowhere!
This is my last breath ... my last heartbeat, and my last cry to mankind.
But now. "THE CYCLE" has ended and I'm going out alone ...
Chemic a Brown, Whitney Young

The Jungle ol Death
As I walk through the jungle of death, I fear no evil. I feel the water t rickling down
my face. I see all types of God's creatures standing around me. Lions, tigers.
monkeys, birds, and bears. I smell the sweet fragrance of the grass and ffowers as I
wander about.
As I look at them, I see the birds c hirping, the monkeys c limbing from tree to tree
the bats hanging upside down, and last but not least the bears sound asleep. 1'
wonder whether or not to run and find some place that's safe and sound but 1
don't, I just stand there.
'
Lakeishia McGee , Harlan

Just Wondering
I wonder if there's a place on this earth where I can live in peace and not worry

about the racism, the violence. and all the killing. I wonder if this place can bring
me happiness, I wonder if it can relieve me from all my pain and sorrows. I wonder
if I could live without the fear of walking the streets at night, without looking over
shoulder to see if some one is trying to harm me, I wonder if there's a place on this
earth where people help each other and not kill one another. A place where
people understand each other and know how to forgive, not a place where
people get mad and get even.
I wonder if there's a place on this earth where people are seen for who they are,
and not what they are or what color they are. I wonder if there's a place where
people won't be known as black or white. they will only be known as individuals. I
wo nder if there's a place on this earth where I can lay down and d iscover the
beauty of nature. A place where the sounds of nature put you fast asleep. 1 wonder if there's such a place far from this world, this wicked world. This world full of
crime.
I wonder if there's such a place?
I wonder if I'll ever find this place?
I wonder if I' ll ever be happy?
I wonder?
He rbert Ochoa , Admundse n
SEND YOUR POEMS TO : THE POET TREE C/0 NEW EXPRESSION
70 E. LAKE SUITE 815 C HICAGO, ILLINOIS 60601

tell us what they think of public schools enforcing
dress codes. Here are the winning responses.

First place $75
Forget dress codes
By Miriam Mohamed
Von Steuben
Teacher: Ms. Bjorklund
The First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution guarantees the right to freedom of speech.
How a person dresses is how he or she represents
him or herself. Giving Schurz, or any school, a dress
code is like confiscating First Amendment rights.
It is also unfair to those who don't have the color of
clothing, whether it's a personal reason like disliking
that color - or not. It will end up making the
teenager's parent buy them apparel in that color.
What if a parent can't afford it?
A neutral dress code won't stop gong activity in
schools. Have you ever looked at a person involved In
gang activity? It's not only the dress. it's also the way
a person carries him or herself. A dress code won't
stop gang signs, symbols. or graffiti. A dress code Is a
waste of time, energy, and maybe even money.

Second place $50
Dress codes could be solution
By Kristen Jefferson
Hyde Park Career Academy
Teacher: Ms. Anderson
,
Gang activity fs on the rise. tf students were not
allowed to
gang~atfiliated colors, then maybe
students would think more of educatton andJess of
gangs (at lea~t ln school.) ".
I'm not saytrl'g nelrl'ral color dress codes w9uld
nece~~arily end gang activityj n schopL but it would
ease pain and suffering inflicted upon the Innocent.
For example, if a student were standing In front of
schooL he wot.ddn 't get shot at because of what he
was wearing. ·.
,.
If a student were in school his classmate wouldn't
approqch him and say. "Why are you wearing that
blackand blue outfit? Me and my boys ore going to
beat you up," Thus, dress codes would cause fewer
verbal and physical altercations.

wear

Third Place $25
Dress. codes useless Idea
ByMichelle Wilson
Simeon Vocational
Teacher: Ms, James
If you changed a basketball player's unlform.do you
think it would affect how he plays ball? That's just the
same as people thinking that making students wear
neutral colors to school will affect gong actlvfty.
Gangs focus on more than colors; a student has to
want to stop gang banging before any change can
occur. And above all, people need to stop dwelling
on the negative and start focusing on the positive.
Too much emphasis is on gangs. Most people get into
gangs because of the attention they think they will
receive. They do not know the attention is not good.
Clothes never will make a person. Unless there Is a
change Inside, outside changes will only be tor others
to see.
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The Educational Testing Service (ETS) based in
Princeton, N.J. , announced its Scholastic Apti·
tude Test results in terms of race. Whites scored
the highest. Asians followed and blacks and
hispanics received the lowest scores. Several
legislators speculate that the tests may be ra·
cially biased and ETS plans on investigating
whether or not this may be true.
Do you like paying $7.50 for a movie? Are you
happy giving 25 cents per game to arcades?
Would you pay more? Soon you may have no
choice. Mayor Richard Daley has proposed an
increase in the Amusement Tax. If passed, this
tax will increase prices of all amusements by six
to eight percent. This means that all sports
events, movie theaters, play houses, roller skat·
ing rinks, go-cart places, and arcades will be
forced to raise their prices.
Anti-gang commercials are to start airing in
January 1995, thanks to the efforts of the
Evanston-based Evanston Human Relations Com·
mission. The commercials feature rappers
deglamorizing gangs. These public service an·
nouncements will be seen in theaters and on TV.
So, you thought that all religious kids did was
twiddle their thumbs. Wrong. Focus on the
Family Magazine surveyed 3, 795 kids aged 11 to
18 who regularly attended an evangelical church
and asked them 193 questions. The answers
were surprising... 66 percent of those questioned
said that they lied to their parents or another
adult within the last three months; 59 percent
had lied to their friends. The survey also found
that many others are cheating, smoking, gam·
bling, watching X·rated movies, and having sex.

Do

s justified because of
essed in the streets?
~-....anr and tell us your story at:
New Expression
E. Lake Suite 815
Chicago, IL 80801
lf'necessary, we will keep names confidential
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Who seems to enjoy sex more? Boys. A tela·
phone survey conducted by Roper Starch
Worldwide, Inc., found that of 503 teens, 81
percent of the boys thought that "sex was a
pleasurable experience." Only 59 percent of the
girls felt the same way. Sixty-two percent of the
sexually active girls said they wish they would
have "waited until they were older." Only 48
percent of the boys felt that way. Overall, the
study showed that boys are more comfortable
with sex than girls are.

P icture this ...

A group of scientists have recently discovered
some 900 genetic diseases, according to an
account in the San Francisco Examiner. But what
they are very concerned about is if children are
tested, should they be allowed to know the re·
suits?
A couple of examples of these genetic diseases
are Alzheimer's and Huntington's Disease, b'o th of
which are life-threatening •
What do you think? Do you believe that knowl·
edge of these genetic dlse;,ses at an early age
can affect the child so much that he or she might
commit suicide, get involved with drugs, or over·
dose on pills. On the other hand, is it morally
wrong for a physician to withhold information
concerning a child's medic;,l welfare? Write to us
about this or any of the issues r;,ised In
Newsbriefs at NE, 70 E. Lake, Suite 81 S, Chicago,
IL 60601.
by Adrienne P. Samuels, Morgan Park,

following 'Associate Degree programsl

and Robert Martin, Hirsch

'A great education. a professional
coree~.

and a bright future In less than

two years. Northwestern B usiness
College can make this visio n a reality.
Why not put yourself In the picture?
Call today for more Informa tion on the

• Account in g
• H edicol A ssisting
• Business
. Retail Herchondlslng
• Word Processing
• Hospitality
• Off ic e Technology
• Paralegal
• Travel and Tourism
. Computer P rogramming

CHIC'AGO C'AMPU S
1 80 0 3 9 6 · 5613
HICKORY HILLS C'AMPUS
1 800 682·9113
C HICAGO S FIRST PRIVATE
6USINESS COL.l..EGE SINCE 1902

A world without words can be a lonely,
frightening place and it could be your world if
you can't read. Without the ability to read
and comprehend, you could feel trapped,
isolated and without much hope.
Your local McDonald's Owners of
Chicagoland and Northwest Indiana want to
help you discover a world filled with opportunities and accomplishments through reading .
That's why our Literacy Program includes
Ronald McDonald Read-Ins, Book Drives and
Tutoring. We also sponsor programs like

the Black History Makers of Tomorrow Essay
Contest the Bud Billiken Back-to-School
Parade and our annual Teen Leadership
Conference.
We contribute to the United Negro College
Fund and ACT-SO, an annual Academic,
Cultural, Technological and Scientific Olympic
showcase of young black talent.
At McDonald's, we know you can
make it when
~•
you know how to read.
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McDonald's Educates
Q 1992 McDonald's ONner.; of Chocagoland and Northwest lnd&ana
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HEY! TEACHER! LEAVE THEM KIDS ALONE!

Kenwood students, parents hot over surprise search
Kenwood students c an
expect the rec ent p olic e
search at their sc hool.
where students had t o
w a it up to four hours in
their first- period class. to
b ecome a common
l
occurrence.
According to Principal
Beverly LaCoste. students
c an expect similar
searches about every two
m o nths.
~ Kenwood will be a
safe . secure environment
in w hich to learn .WLaCoste
said . " It is unfortunate that
it ha d to come to this. but
it's a reflection of the
soc iety in which we live."
LaCoste ordered a
search of l ,900 students
a nd their coats. bookbags. purses a nd other
p ersonal items Oct. 3 in
response to a gangrelated fight inside the
school the previous Friday.
That gang fight left a teen
unconscious-a teen who
was carrying a .22 c aliber
p istol.
The administration
feare d retaliation from a

~

rival gang and o rdere d the
searc h to pro tect the student body, La C oste said .
"Bullets d o n ' t have names
on them.'' she said.
The searc h pro duc ed two

Kenwood has never had
a search of this magnitude
before The Local School
Council authorized this
type of search last school
year. something many
stud ents were not aware
of.
When students arrived to
school that day. they were
immediately pla ced into a
cla ssroom a nd told to wait
for instructions. All the
locke rs were taped up.
a nd students were forb idden to use them. Students
were then allowed to go to
their first period class.
where they stayed for four
hours.
Although the administration hoped for secrecy.
ma ny stud ents q uickly
learned about the search
as it was going on.
·My whole cla ss knew
what was going on." sa id a
student who did not w ish to
guns, two sta rter p istols. four be identified. "So there was
plenty of time to get rid of
knifes and numerous pagsomething
you didn't wont
ers. In all . 46 kid s w ere
found
on
you:
arrested for carrying a
Some students said they
pager. an arrest tha t Is now
were strip-searched and
on their record.

verbally and physically
harassed. Many resented the
loss of class time
Reaction from outraged
students. parents and community activists was swift and
strong The ACLU filed a
lawsuit against Kenwood.
the Chicago Police Department. and the Board of
Education
Theschoolwasftooded
with angry phone calls.
Students initially planned a
walk-out. but most chose to
stay in class after the administration agreed to talk about
what happened. A Town
Hall-style meeting was held .
with administration. staff,
parents and students. la wyers. police and Board
members. Angry parents
blasted LaCoste. demand ing answers and explanations.
LaCoste was unapologetic. "I felt that something
had to be done and I did
it."

Heather MacDonald,
Kenwood

Hyde Park Community Choir cuts live album
The 11-year-old Hyde Park Community
Choir recorded its first album recently at the
Christian Tabernacle Church, 4712 S. Prairie
Ave., as part of its anniversary celebrations.
The record is expected to be on sale at
Christian music stores in February 1995.
The choir originated with students at Hyde
Park Career Academy, but later expanded
and is now independent. Members of the
choir range between the ages of 14 and 30,
a majority of which are either high school or
college students. The choir has won numerous awards in its 11-year h istory, including
the 1993 Chicago Black Expo Gospel Explosion Choir Competition.

Photo by James Shuford, South Shore
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Students building their futures
through Project Simeon 2000
At Simeon Vocational High School, students learn about
c arpentry, electronics, business, accounting and
architecture.
At Project Simeon 2000, they put what they've learned
in the classroom to practice.
Project Simeon 2000 is a three-year-old non-profit
ogranization sp~nsored by the Simeon Alumni Assn.
About 32 teens have participated in the program,
according to John Michael Johnson , president of the
group.
Johnson is a 1976 graduate of Simeon and president of
the Simeon Local School Council. He said the teen
participants work on actual homes being built in lowincome neighborhoods through the
Neighborhood Housing Services of West
Englewood. The teens make between $4.25
and $5.50 an hour while they're gaining
hands-on experience in their chosen
vocation.
Project Simeon 2,000 has also formed a
partnership with the First National Bank of
Evergreen Park.
(Photos courtesy Simeon High School)

Top # 8VTH#IItE High Schools
Ranked by ACT composite s__.._
School
1. Ke nwood
2 . M o rg an Park
3 . Lin d blo m
4 . C hic ago A g
5 . Hyd e Pa rk
6. Bogan
7 . C urie
8 . H u bbard
9 . W ashing t o n
10. J ulia n
1 1. Hirsc h
12. Ke n n e d y
13 . Gage Park
14. Sime on
15. Ke lly
16. c vs
17. Tild e n
18. Fenge r
19. Engle wood
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19.6
18.9
18
17 .8
17.7
17.3
17 . 1
17
16.7
16 . 1
15 .9
15.8
15 .8
15.7
15 .4
15.4
15.2
15 .2
15

69
83.
90.
69.
77. 1
69. 1
56.4
72.5
53 .7
53 .3
60.6
65.9
53 .2
5 2 .8
4 1.5
5 4.7
3 5. 1
34.3
39. 5
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Top Ten Things to Do On the
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10. Route 66 skating rink on 66th and King Drive. You can meet the cast of
• The Awakening • because they hang out there.
9. Boys & Girls Club on 51st and Federal
8. Elks Lounge on 51st and Prairie. Great place for ·settle of the D.J.s" parties.
7. Chillln' at any project basketball courts. Check out the bruthas.
6. Chillin' at the Field House in Washington Pari<.
5. Chlllin' at the lakefront (anywhere from 57th to Rainbow Beach).
4. Chlllin • In front o f your crib.
3 Musuem of Science and Industry Tip:Thursdays are FREE!
2 Hang1ng With your crew
1 Chillin 'at Ford City Mall There's 15 moVIe screens, Old Country Buffet andmore.

Compiled by the South Side staff

Last month. we reported
that the Ch1cago Park
District is expanding the
number and activities
offered after school at its
venous parks (That
includes photography.
swimming . draw1ng - just
about anyth1ng you could
be 1nterested in.) We ran a
list of parks on the North
Side Bureau pages and
we conclude that list with
parts on the South reg1on
Call and find out whars
offered at a park near
you
Abbott Park
49 E. 95th
(312) 264-1050
Anderson Playground
3748 S. Prairie
(312) 373-1136
Avalon Park
1215 E 83rd St
(312) 734-8139
Bessemer Park
8930 S. Muskegon Ave.
(312) 768-1079
Bradley Park
9729 S. Yates
(312) 734-6441
Carver Park
939 E 132nd St.
(312) 928 6555
Cooper Park
1323 W 117th St
(312) 785- 3939
Dyett Recreation Center
513 E. 51st St.
(3 12) 548- 1816
Ellis Park
648 E. 37th St.
(312) 548 4661
Gately Park
910 [. 103rd.
(312) 928-6160
Harding Playground
4912 S. Calume t

NE
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(312) 536-8060
Kennicott Park
4434 S. Lake Park
(312) 548-7531
Kens1ngton Playground
345E 118thSt
(312) 785-4363
Kenwood Commun1ty Park
1330 E 50th
(312) 268-4432
Lake Meadows Park
3133 S Rhodes Ave.
(3 12) 294-4697
Madden Park
3800 S. Rhodes Ave.
(312) 285-1444
Mann Park
2949E. 131stSt.
(312) 646-2633
Meyering Playground
7140 S. Martin Luther King
Drive
(3 12) 723-3150
Morgan Field Park
11710 S Morgan St.
(312) 568-6969
Owens Park
2032 E. 88th
(312) 221-6272
Palmer Park
301 E lllth St
(312) 785 4277
Pietrowski Park
9650 S. Ave. "M "
(312) 721 7386
Rosenblum Park
7547 S. Euclid
(312) 684- 6474
Rowan Park
3611 E. 114th St
(312)6464919
Russell Square Park
3045 E. 83dr St.
(312) 768-0316

Smith Playground
9912 S. Princeton
(312) 995-7689
Stateway Park
3658 S State St
(312) 536-1132
Taylor Park
41 W.47thSt
(3 12) 285-3385
Trumbull Park
2400 E 105th St
(312) 768-1434
Veteran 's Memorial
Playground
2820 E. 98th St
(312) 221-6629
Washington Park
553 1 S. Martin Luther King
Drive
(312) 684-6530
West Pullman Park
401 W 123rd St.
(312) 928-3233
White Park
1120 W. 122nd St.
(312) 785-6767
Williarns Park
2710S DearbomSt.
(312) 294-4730/4731
Wolfe Playground
3325 E. 108th St
(312) 721-4424
Woodhull Playground
7340 S. East End Ave.
(312) 493-8687

Illustration by Mark Summers , Moraine
ValleyC.C.

Dear Whazzup,
I have a problem , a very serious one. My young sister is
dating a Puerto Rican guy. Don't get me wrong I'm not
racist or anything, but this person in particular is a trouble
maker.
He was sent to a boys detention center for stealing a
car, and breaking into someone's home. The more I try
to convince her he is wrong for her the more she runs to
his aid. Is there anything that I should say to her that'll
help deter her from this relationship?
Confused in Kenwood

Dear Confused,
You can't honestly say that race isn't a factor here.
because you first described him as being a Puerto Rican
instead of being a" Trouble Maker, " which you say is the
reason why you don 't want your sister going out with him.
She probably sees your bias. and runs to his aid just to
make you mad. Anyway what do your parents say
about this? If she's at such a risk shouldn 't they know
about the situation? It seems to me that one too many
people are minding your sister's business.
Dear Whazzup,
I have a p roblem with letting a boy know that I' m
interested in him. One day in a certain burst of confidence. I worked up enough nerves to ask for his number.
I keep calling him but he's never at home. Whenever I
see him in school! get really nervous and I can't get the
words out to ask him if he would be interested in a relationship with me. To make matters worst I have class with
him and we sit only one desk apart. I really want to talk
to him but I'm really nervous. What should I do?
Shy and Embarrassed

Dear Shy and Embarrassed.
Try this. Let him know how you feel including how
nervous you are about talking to him. Maybe sometime
he'll start a conversation with you. He must have some
interest in you otherwise he wouldn 't have given you his
real number.

Leslie knows where she's going with the CTA systern map

MAP/TOUT!
Make your travel plans easier with the CTA system map.
There is no better way to get downtown
or around town than the CTA.
Make our schedule part of yours.
Get your free map at CTA rail stations or call 836-7000
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FOR PEOPLE WHO KNOW THE BEST WAY TO GO/
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MICkEy MaNIA

EaRtH-wOrM JIM
The best head-whipping, hamsterriding, plasma-shooting, mucusswinging, superhero-worm-gonnasave- the-universe-game that I've
ever seen. Then again it's the first.
Another first is Animation, an
improved vers1on of Digicel technology, previously used by Earthworm
J1m's programmer Dav1d Perry. in
DISNEY'S ALADDIN for
GENESIS. And EWJ uses

ICS
Will
have
you laugh1ng out loud Travel
through wor1ds ke Buttville New
Junk C1ty,and Heck. The graphics
mclude a mucus p1t, a cow, a hungry
hamster you nde on through
underwater tubes. a cute l1 ttle puppy
Gust as long as he doesn·t get mad)
and tons more. GENESIS and SNES
are near1y 1dent1cal, but Genesis
garners have an extfa level no! found

TuRnln TricKs
MKII CODE {Genesis)
In option menu, place cursor on •DONE.•

Press directional pad left <> down
left <> right • down • right • left<>
left <> right .. right • . Done correctly, a
new options should appear called "Test
modes. • Highlight and access test modes
and SERCRET game options appear.
Damage control, backgrounds, credits,
even begin a game at any position on
Battle Plan. Its all yours!!!

in SNES. The controls are very
smooth and include 64 directional
aiming when shootin your enemies
w1th your powerful pulsatmg plasma
gun. The mus1c'a!'JE sounds are like
miXing ~e-Haw wrtn Scooby-Doo:
PERFECTION!!'

M1ckey Man1a IS the answer for the bad
game blues.
The Object of the game IS to get Mickey
(who 1s stuck 1n the past) back 1nto the
present lime by traveling
through s1x levels (each
lev~ represents one of
Mfckeys best known
f1lms.)
The ~me slarts oul
wlih !! background
stra1ght out of Mickey's
first anunated mov1e
•s1eamboa1 W1ll<e· made
1n 1928 MICkey must
catch UP With hiS old
verSlOn to move to the
next level Graohtcs for

PU ISl'E'l'l
PI.AYMATES DITERACTIVE OOERTAIN!AENT
~'~EVEl09fR

AVA cABlE ~ (IR

SUPER HINTEHOO
'1111\llt ROlJTYliCW)IAi:lJO lll.lllt(
GAIEP'.A"ERS/olfJPUYILIT'ESHI'lJVoC'I'\trH1l!IIT.-....rKT

MICKEY MANIA CODE
Go to the sound test 1n the options
menu.Set Music, SoundFl,and Speech on
certain settings then go to Exit press and
hold to the left for 7 seconds or so, then
exit At the start menu you may pick the
board you'd like to begin at !

VIRTUAL
. . Hey! I saw Atan Jaguar at
Venture. MAYBE SO .~EBOOY MIGHT
EVEN BUY ONE' If y• .u never heard of
Jaguar - wake up, buddy! 64 bits
. . SEGA 32X IS out there now' No, 11
have the power of the 32 BIT
Sega Sa tum. WhiCh 1s only ava1lable 1n
Japan, built does have many of the
same ch1p• as the Saturn 1! woti<s w1th
your extst1ng GENESIS and Sega CO

GeneSIS
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T-SHIRTS • JACKETS
SWEATS • ROUBAGS
PENNANTS • BUTTONS
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Fast Service • Great Prices
(GROUP ORDERS ONLY)
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1-.'lx:key must escape the 11.ra:t1 of a mal'llaCal
n-oose try runnng 111 o the foreground Both
scenes set tras game apan
Another u~ue feature of Mickey Man1.1 ts
•he graphiCS The movement ,••ere deSigned

SEGA GENESIS

~

UJ
11UJ

by D1sney an1mators ustng moVIe sequences
and new moves JUS! for the game. The result
IS a VIdeo game character that moves l:ke a
real cartoon.
Play contrOl IS
adequate at best
Mackey wali<s way too
slow , and often when
USing the Jump attack,
Mackey wdl miss the
enemy and sbU get h .
Sttt M ckey can get
M1ere he r.as to go and
do wnat r.e has to do
This game tSsure to
remove the kiddJC
stereotype from MiCkey
Mouse and could rnaxe
the SQUeat<y-VOtCed
rodent the Otggest V1deo
acttOO hero olltle 90s.
Kenan Higgens,
DuSable

SHINY ENTERTAINMENT

H.ltltY

Cl)

marbles
Two levels stand out. One IS where
M1ckey has to run down a g1ant rotating ptllar
and avotd obstades Another 1s where
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BRIEFS
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PROBLEM-
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systems. 11 has advanced graphiCS and
32,768 Simultaneous colors. Someday
Saturn - MAYBE . Who knows when
32X --- NOWI Reta Is at S159
. . •N

SEGA GEI•EStS SEGACO

Com-

petttors of Genesas have dogged the
system for pwr graphiCS and lack of
color ANSWER· To boost up ats 1mage
Sega now pack~ lh< d•gJCel adventure
The Lion Kmg w1th GENESIS

~e

1 M~ess

•or Ja~..a'Y

If there something you' d like to
know, a game you'd like some info
on, or if you have some killer
codes of your own, or even if you
just wanna make a comment,
drop us a letter!

New Expression
VIRTUAL REALITY
70E LAKEST.suite815
CHICAGO.IL 60601

Dora La Couture
Cotillion

•Fashion
Consultant
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SAT 8PM - 11PM
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F1ower Girl
Dresses

•Prom
Gowns

Rental Available

•Custom
Design

Full Figure
Women All Sizes

•Sewing
Instruction
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TEEN SKATE RENTAI. S2.00
ADULT RENTAL $3.00
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. •SKATING •MUSIC
•GAMES
•FRIENDS

~ROLLER

10°/, OFF
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RINK
4836 N CLARK
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8246 S. Kimbark

BRIDES AND
BRJDESMAIDS'
GOWNS AND OTHER
RlE'R SEll VICES

1-800-894-7222

374-8863

Ughts... Roll cameras...
Action! Watch out all you talk
stY:J.N hosts who think you got it
goin' on ,because here comes
24-year-old Monique Caradine,
host of a new talk show, "For
Young People Only." The fhm
plans to address d1allenges
that the youth of today
experience using input from a
TV posse made up of three
Chicago teenagers. tvbnique
also brings experts to her
~. For instance, for the
show , "Rap Music and The
Hip-Hop Culture: How Do They
Really Affect Youth," her
guests were Easy Street and
The First Lady, both DJ's for
106 Jamz. And now, heeere's
Monique:
Q. How is "For Young People
Only "funded?
A. Basically I'm funded out of
my own pocket.
Q. How was the posse selected?
A. One member was selected
through a Chicago Youth
Center. Another I met at her
high school and the third was a
longtime friend. I look for
teens who are talkative, articulate and interested.
Q. Is this is a new show?
A . Yes, because it gives teens
a chance to talk to other young
people like myself.

be airing on and when?
A. December 10 on channel19,
at noon and again at 5:00 pm
Q. How do you feel about the
dassifications the media and
opposite races give the minority
races like the blacks and
. ?.
H.ISpaniCS
A. I think ifs based on ignorance. The media has never
come into our communities and

really talked to us to see what
we're like.
Q. What would you say to
young men and women who
may or may not watch your
dY:NI?
A. Look to your teachers, so
they can set the example. Look
inside yourself and realize you
can do anything.

Teisaha Kitc.hen. Marshall

ackets!
ali styles and colors

complete with lettering and emblems

Q. H:w would you go about
being a role model to those
who look up to you?
A. I'd say by remaining cbwn
to earth. I'd be caring, sincere,
always try to be helpful to
young people, and stay on
their level.
Q. How do you plan to go
about making your final goal,
having your own youth production company?
A. I think I'll reach my goal by
doing this show and constantly
trying to network with people to
let them know what I'm trying

to do.

• SCHOOLS
•TEAMS
• CHEERLEADERS
• GROUPS
• INDIVIDUALS

Q. How do you feel about

SWEATERS· T-SHIRTS- SWEAT SHIRTS

women's portrayal in music?
A. I'd say women as a whole
are the backbone of society.
Some music saddens and
frustrates me".
Q. What would you tell teenage
mothers who think they can't
better themselves? How would
you encourage them?
A. Never let a baby be an
excuse for you to fail. If you can
do a good job of raising that
child you can do anything.
Q. What channel will your show

JOSTE~~Rm~s &phoro~Raphy
Free 8Xl0 with any ring

DIRECT FACTORY TO YOU
GROUP DISCOUNTS
NO MINIMUM ORDER

CHICAGO
KNITTING MILLS
3344

W. MONTROSE. CHICJ\GO

463-1464
CA.LL/WRITE FOR FREE Dl:SIGN lOT

For Diversity ...
Innovation ...
Empowerment. through Education,

order~·:
Mike Flanigan
55 E Washington
Suite 220
Chicago n60602

The Choice Is

MALCOLM X COLLEGE

(312) 263·3402

One of the City Colleges of Chicago

Spring Registration
January 9- 19, 1995
*with$ 25. 00 sitting fee . Offer Expires 11131/94

AMERICA'S CLASS RING

classes begin January 17, 1995

(312) 850- 7055
Quality Education at An Affordable Price

The College Beat
Who's No.1?

r

College Basketball
Preview
College basketball is almost
here and this season looks like
tl's going to be a good one.The
defending champion Arkansas
Razorbacks are earlier favor·
ites to win it all.However, teamc
like Massachusetts and UCLA
appear to have put it all
together. And of course the
college basketball mainstays
such as North Carolina, Duke,
and Michigan are always Final
Four contenders.
By Marcus Thomas, Kenwood

High school basketball was on the minds of everybody who attended the Back
To School Shootout Oct. 22 and 23 at the UIC Pavilion. In the two-day marathon
of high school hoops, which included 37 teams, Farragut proved to be king of
the hill. Powered by two of the best players in the nation, in 6-foot-10-inch senior
Kevin Garnett, and 6-foot-3-inch junior Ronnie Fields, Farragut won the shootout
easily. They handily defeated Austin, Kenwood, New Trier, and Harlan, and got
by Carver in an unexpectedly close championship game by a final score of 59·
54. However, the two- day shootout did have some memorable moments which
did not include Farragut , moments like those Harper guard Jason Lyons
provided in Harper's semi-final loss to Carver. Lyons scored 37 of his team 's 47
points in the losing effort.
The best game of the shootout without queslion was the sem1-final matchup
between Crane and Weslinghouse, wh1ch came down to the final nine seconds.
Westinghouse had the ball, trailing by a single point but was unable to score
Crane walked away with an 88·87 victory. All in all, it was a very interesting and
entertaining two days of hoops at UIC. Farragut proved to be head-over-heels
the best team 1n the shootout, and one of the besl teams 1n the country Their
strong performance also makes them the odds- on favonte to wm the city and
state championships th1s upcommg season. And they will be on display dunng
th1s upcommg h1gh school basketball season at a gym near you
By Marcus Thomas, Kenwood

~re~ant?
~Ca:ring answers, now.
P regnant. or think you are? ChtcagoL.o~rc ha~
tmmedtate answer!> ~hl'n you need th l'm moM tn
a cartng. conf'idenu ...I atm~sphcre.
\Ve o!Tcr free pregnancy te ts - no appotntmcnt
necCS'><il). call 24 hour~ a da_v~ pecoal teen serv1 ces~ confidential counseltng; information on abortion options.
and more. \Ve are here to
help _you wll U!> today
CHICAG<lf'l
P.-.,gnanC)

Oak Parle
7 1& Lak., Suote 104
708/383 4999

~nt•~

The Heisman Race
The Heisman Trophy race is as wide open as it has ever been. Week
after week, a new Heisman candidate emerges and week after week
another drops out of the race. This years favorite appears to be
Penn State tailback K1-Jana Carter. Alcorn State quarterback Steve
McNair has broken records all year long, but does not figure to win
because he plays in DIVIsion I·AA.
By Marcus Thomas , Kenwood
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freedom

of choice
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Belmont:
6136 V. Bdmo nt
312.777- t>bR4

The never-ending debate in college football of who1S No. 1 rages on.
The two teams heading this years debate are Penn State and
Nebraska.
Both teams sport a perfect record and will probably end the season
with perfect records, thus leaving their fate in the hands of the media
and coaches. This way of determining a national champion has not
been effective over the past few years, and will probably not be
effective this year. It's time for a playoff system or outright national
championship game in college football.
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H01fzONS
YOUTH SERVICES

A SAFE, FUN SPACE FOR
GAY, LESBIAN, AND BISEXUAL YOUTH
•
•
•
•
•

DROP-IN CENTER
DISCUSSION GROUPS
ACTIVITIES
EDUCATION AND OUTREACH
HIV-POSITIVE SUPPORT GROUP

961 MONTANA ST.
CHICAGO, IL
2G01 N. Clark

free parking with

246-1761 .,

CALL 472-6469 (DAY) OR 929-HELP (6-1 0 PM)
327-5381 (TID FOR HEARING IMPAIRED)

~urchasa
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see your balfour representative:
FREE OPTIONS
WITH THIS AD!
CHICAGO BALFOUR
8032 S. KEDZIE AVE.
(312) 776-1183
CALL FOR A FREE BROCHURE!

SPONSORED BY:

ew 1995

WPWR-1V

PRESSI8NS
1st Place:

HIGH SCHOOL ART COMPETITION

$1,000 U.S. Savings Bond

2nd Place:
$500 U.S. Savings Bond

VIDEO GUIDELINES - GENERAL CATEGORY

• 6.

• I . All the >ideotapes must be rhc work of students enrolled in a

!lrd Place:

Chicago school ar the time the produui on was completed. Up
to four srudcnrs may be credited for a single production, bur all
rhe work from conceptualization to technical production must be
the effons of the ream, listed on rhe entry for m. The team may
include the producer, the camera person , the editor, and one
ocher participant. Because video is the only category in which
teams of students may submit entries, prize money will be divided to equal the amount closest to the rotal prize available in the
category based on denominations of U.S. Savings Bonds, rhe
smallest of which is $50.

$100 U.S. Savings Bond

Eligible entrants include reens who can prove Chicago residency
and who are pursuing a high school diploma or its equivalency.
Students may subrnir only one entry per category. Please do nor
submit any work copied from published photographs, illustrations
and ocher a rework_ Teachers arc discouraged from submitting mu ltiple entries that represent the same class assignment. If there is
any doubt as to rhe originality of the arrwork, the reacher should
not submit ot. Entries will be judged on originality, creativity and
how well they represent the diversity of Chicago's reen community. Entry forms must accompany all submissions and MUST be
fi ll ed our COMP LETELY and CLEA RLY- either printed or typed.
(May clip out o r photocopy entry blank from N ew Exp ression see Dec. 1994,Jan., Feb. or March 1995 issue or obrain a copy by
call ing 641-NEWS). Teens and the immediate family of teens
involved with Youth Commu nication / New Ex pression, Marshall
Field's, and Channel 50 employees and their immediate families are
nor qualified to enter this contest.

DRAWING-PAINTING
Ink PmCII (colord or graphite), poNd {chalk or oil). crayon, acrylic. oil
or watercolor, 8" X /0' mtmmul/1, 24" X JO" noaxinoum
• L Length or wid th of artwork cannot be less than
8" or exceed 30".
• 2. Entry forms must be securely attached on the bad of
each entry, centered. Stretched canv3\CS may be submincd ,
although they are di scouraged. Canvas board, and
canvases rcmo,·cd from frames and stretched around boards
are preferred

• 2.

All entries must have been produced durong the 1994-1995
school year.

• 3.

All entries must have been originally produced on videotape.
Film, slides and or still photographs may be incorporated on a
limited basis as part of the video production.

• 4. The format for all entries is I /2 VHS, 2-hour SP speed only.
• 5. The format for video entries is not limited to any particular subjeer or approach. ' arrative, story telling, documentary, performance art, music video, public service an nouncement and other
styles are all welcome. The length of videos should be no longer
than 3 minutes. In case of a longer video, submit a 3 minute
excerpt as well as the whole video. Videos will be judged
according to originality of concept and technical merit.

Each production must be identified wirh a title and wirh end
credits indocating school and production ream.

• 7. Several entries in rhc same category may be entered on the <a me
videotape. These may be entered by the same production ream or
from the same school. The production should be separated wirh 20
seconds of color bars.
Entries in the video contest should conform ro FCC regulations regarding
content. All entries should be considered suitable for viewing by all age
groups. Language or situations inappropriate for general viewing audi ences will nor be considered. What this means is: no nudity, no obscene
language, and no excessive violence.
Send entries by freight service PREPAID or PARCEL POST (if sile and
weight permit), if unable to deliver in person. We will nor accept
C.O.D.'s. If you would like ro know if we received your entry, please
enclose a stamped, self-addressed postcard. Youth Communication and
Marsha ll Field's assume no responsibility for loss or damage. We reserve
rhe right ro reprint selected entries. Entries which are nor selected may
be picked u p at our office after May 15, 1995 Schools with I 0 or more
entries may arrange ro have rhem delivered ro the school with the
Sepremher 1995 issue of New Express ion. Entries nor picked up by
October I I, 1995 become the property of Youth Communication.

Great rizes in ive categories

• 3. entries mar he wvcred "irh acetate or cellophane w help
minimize damage from multiple handling.

• 4.

Entries of pencil, pastel, m uayon shou ld be sprav fixed
a\uid smudgong and fadi ng. To avoid damage or lo" of
an.oched entry form, we recommend scalin g with tope,
accrarc or ce llophane.

10

PHOTOGRAPHY
Black and wlme or color 8' x /0" or II ' x 17"
(NOTF Mmmremmu do 1101 include 111111).

POETRY
/50-word mn.mnum

• I . MU ST be typed , double-spaced, on one sode of
8 I / l \ II s heers of paper

• 2.

~largons shou ld be I" left and right, 2" at top of first page,

followong pages I " at 10p, 2" at bonom of each page.

Age

a me,.,,,

''"'

II/

H ome Address

Send or bring
entries to:

'""'
Home Phone

Youth
Communication

Schoo l
Tnstructor

70 E. Lake Street
Su ite 815
Chicago, II
6060 1

P r incipa l
Category (check one):

O oRA\\II'>G

0 PAINTING

O vJDt.o

0

Size

T itl e or Description

POETRY

X

J 1/HJrr;t.,.,J tOt nJ~, I( 1b11 t "'f't1fii1Hi6111 t~ '"fo,,...tiMI p uurJ ""'""'" fl€<11ntr

• 3. !'Ill pages must be numbered at bortom center.

Student's Signatur

• 4. Cfl\cr shects should cun taon mle of work OKLY
• 5. l·.nr ries must be presented in a red folder

Inst ructors S ignatu re

---- ------------ - - - - -

Dare
Dare

(an)' shad e of red ).

• 6.

Entry forms must be securely attached on the bacl of the
folder, upper left corner.

Deadline for entries is March 15,1995
Nonprofit Orpnl zatlon

'leW e~e~e-~

70 E. Lake St. j. Suite 815 j. Chicago IL G0~01 j. (812) 841-NEWS

U.S. POSTAGE
PAID
Chicago

Permit # 8387

